One Pager Book Report

The one pager must include:
1. Title of Book
2. Author’s Name
3. One illustration (cover of the book does not count as an
illustration) that is symbolic of the theme of the book.
4. Two direct quotes from the novel “show” the personality or
problem of your main character. The quote must be in correct
form, with author’s name and page number; example: “I’m a
big guy, dark hair and eyes-the kind who looks like a Saint
Bernard puppy, which I don’t mind as most chicks cannot
resist a Saint Bernard puppy.” (Hinton, 13)
5. 5 sentence summary in your own words, not the back of the book
summary. (Somebody-Wanted-But-So-Then)
6. Find two examples of figurative language (simile, metaphor,
alliteration, imagery, hyperbole, onomatopoeia, ect…) from the
text. Identify the figurative language and directly quote the
sentences from your book.
For example, Simile on page 146 of Downriver where is says “Our
quiet, brooding camp came alive like a nest of fire ants
stirred with a stick. It is a simile because it is comparing their

camp coming alive to fire ants being stirred with a stick and uses
the word like.
7. 3-5 sentences on the theme, or message of the book. ( the lesson
you learned from the book)
8. If the setting of your book changed to
______________________

(opposite),

then the theme of your

book would be
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

9. If the setting of your book changed to
___________________(opposite), then the plot (events in the
story) would change to
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Make sure you are reading each night for at least 20 minutes. This
book report is due on Friday, November 1st.

You may complete your book report on poster board, construction
paper, a power point, or you may type your book report.

